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EXT. MANSION- DAY

HARRY BOWLSICK, a slightly manic man, enters frame. 

HARRY BOLSEK 
Hello you sexy, sexy Americans! I'm 
Harry Bolsek, and welcome to the 
thirteenth season of Fuck, Marry, 
Kill, the reality show that pits 
three accomplished women against 
each other to see who will win the 
heart of this season’s delicious 
bachelor: Mike! 

MIKE, 25, face of a fuckable baby with rock hard abs and the 
confidence that can only come from a white NFL player, runs 
in with his phone in front of his fave.

MIKE HAWK
Sorry everybody, just finishing up 
posting this black square to 
instagram.  

HARRY BOLSEK
Oooh how trendy! 

MIKE HAWK
(while typing)

Hashtag, Black Lives Matter. Annd- 
posted! God I am such good person.

HARRY BOLSEK
Umm, hashtag, my hero?? 

MIKE HAWK 
Oh stop it Harry. But yes, I am a 
hero. Mike Hawk saves lives! 

HARRY BOLSEK
My god, could you be any hotter?!

(Harry slaps Mike’s ass)
Now, let’s find out more about the 
full package that is Mike Hawk. 

A massive screen comes down behind Mike and Harry.

INT. MANSION - DAY  (PRE-TAPED CLIP OF MIKE)

Mike sits by fireplace with a gaping bathrobe, pipe, and 
fuzzy slippers draped over a panther pelt on the ground. 



MIKE HAWK
Women are often intimidated by my 
striking smile, rockhard abs and 
giant P- 

(Mike sneezes)
Personality. I guess what I'm 
saying is that its been really hard 
to find that special someone who 
can handle Mike Hawk. 

INT. MANSION - NIGHT (PRESENT)

HARRY BOLSEK
(wiping a tear from his 
eye)

Mike that was so moving. 

The giant screen in back starts rolling up but short circuits 
and catches on fire.

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
Now, are you ready to meet our 
three damsels in distress Mike?

A distressed PA runs out and tries putting out the flames. 

MIKE HAWK
You bet I am Mike!

The PA’s hat catches on fire. He panics and flails. 

HARRY BOLSEK 
(calling off-camera)

Ladies?

PAMELA, MARY, and SHANNON run out of the back room pushing 
and shoving each other in gorgeous gowns. Mary is shoved to 
the ground, but gets up and keeps running. Pamela bumps into 
the PA which causes him to throw his Big Gulp up in the air 
which extinguishes the flames.    

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
Me-wow! Girls, girls, girls, no 
need to fight over Mike yet.  

Pamela, Mary, and Shannon fall into a line. Mary smiles 
awkwardly while Pamela and Shannon lick their lips and make 
sex eyes at Mike. 

INT. INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY 
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SHANNON 
(talking head)

My first impression of him? Oh. My. 
GOD. I’ve watched all thirteen 
seasons, and Mike is by far the 
hottest guy yet.

MARY  
(talking head)

I can tell he enjoys the gym. A 
lot. But I guess I’m just more 
concerned about his views on police 
screening?  Or Title IX? Or just 
anything? Like, am I wrong that he 
looks like a juiced up Brock 
Turner?  

Mary tries to laugh but is met with awkward silence.

PAMELA
(talking head)

I would literally kill for Mike. 

INT. MANSION- NIGHT (PRESENT) 

Harry and Mike are boisterously laughing again.

HARRY BOLSEK
(to Mike)

Do you think these girls are 
prepared for what’s in store this 
season? 

MIKE HAWK
We’ll see Harry! All I know is Mike 
Hawk is up for anything. 

HARRY BOLSEK
That’s what I like to hear! Alright 
do you believe in love at first 
sight? 

MARY
Ha, no.

HARRY BOLSEK
Well that’s too bad Mary, because 
you have until our timer goes off 
to make a lasting first impression 
on Mike. May be harder for some 
than others...    
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MARY
Wait, what? How long is the timer 
set for-

HARRY BOLSEK
Ready? Make-up set? GO! 

Mary stands and gawks while Pamela and Shannon launch forward 
and run towards Mike. Pamela elbows Shannon in the jaw. 
Shannon kicks Pamela in the crotch. Pamela kicks Shannon in 
the knees. Shannon dramatically falls to the ground. Pamela 
jumps up and wraps her arms and legs around Mike like a 
spider monkey. 

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
Alright Pamela gets the advantage! 
Pamela you will get a minute and a 
half with Mike, Shannon you will 
get a minute, and Mary since you 
stood there like a dead fish, you 
will get ten seconds.

MARY
What the hell??

Harry escorts Pamela and Mike behind a curtain. 

MARY (CONT’D)
(to Shannon)

What’s happening? How come I only 
get thirty seconds? 

SHANNON
Do you know anything about this 
show?  

MARY
Um, not really, no, I’ve actually 
never seen the show.

SHANNON
(rolling her eyes)

You know Virgin Mary, I’m worried 
you aren’t here for the right 
reasons.

MARY
It’s just Mary... And I don’t know, 
I got me freaked out about the 
whole biological clock thing, so I 
auditioned on a whim, and then-  

PAMELA
Yawn.
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MARY
What- Pamela?? Where did Shannon 
go?

PAMELA
Saving her ass by showing her tits 
to Mike, where do you think bitch? 

MARY
Jesus, well fuck me then. 

PAMELA
You wish. You don’t stand a chance 
with Mike. Don’t worry, I’ll make 
sure they send the wrong colored 
roses to your funeral.

MARY 
You bitch! Gah, sorry, I meant, 
can’t we try to support each other? 
Women bringing up other women? 

All of a sudden Harry appears behind the curtain. 

HARRY BOLSEK
Mary! Stop being a dead fish! Come 
come!! You only have thirty 
seconds! Move move move!!! 

Mary enters the curtain to find Mike waiting for her.

MIKE HAWK
Hello! uh... Margot?

HARRY BOLSEK
(whispered behind curtain) 

Mary! 

MIKE HAWK
(blushing)

Right, right, Mary! 

Mary stares at him blankly. 

MIKE HAWK (CONT’D)
Well...?

MARY
Ah! Right. Uh, I’m Mary... As we 
just discussed. I’m a mechanical 
engineer. I- 

Mary stares blankly at Mike. Mike stares blankly back. Mary 
begins doing the robot dance. Mike laughs and smiles at Mary. 
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Mike opens his mouth to say something, but Harry’s arm pulls 
Mary away.  

HARRY BOLSEK
(to camera)

Time is UP. When we return, Mike 
will announce his decision of whom, 
based off this first impression, 
will get the first crystal member! 
But first, a word from our sponsor.  

EXT. MANSION (COMMERCIAL)- DAY

Mike, now covered in oil, stands in a kitty pool giving the 
thumbs up while wearing an adult diaper.

HARRY BOLSEK (V.O.)
Haggies adult diapers. Now pissing 
yourself can be sexy. Thanks 
Haggies. Thank you so much.

INT. MANSION- NIGHT

Pamela, Mary, and Shannon stand in a line in front of Mike. 
Pamela cracks her knuckles, Shannon is already crying. Mike 
stares longingly at Mary. 

HARRY BOLSEK
Welcome back America! 
Have you come to a decision Mike?

MIKE HAWK
Yes Harry, I have. 

The same distressed PA as before comes out with a children’s 
drum and performs a lackluster drumroll. 

MIKE HAWK (CONT’D)
The lovely lady that will be taking 
home the crystal member tonight is-

(Mike bows his head, 
clearly upset)

Pamela. Pamela will you accept this 
Crystal Member? 

PAMELA 
YES!!

Pamela throws herself at Mike. Mary frowns. Shannon bursts 
into tears. Mike procures a purple, plastic dildo out of 
nowhere and offers it to Pamela.  
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MARY
Oh my god that’s a dildo.

HARRY BOLSEK
Crystal Member. 

MARY
No, that is a dil-do.

HARRY BOLSEK
It used to be made out of crystal, 
okay? We experienced some budget 
cuts.

(to camera)
Alright America, you heard Mike! 
Congratulations Pamela. Better luck 
next time Shannon or Mary. 

MARY
...or?

Shannon throws herself on the ground and starts having a full-
blown temper-tantrum. Mike stares longingly at Mary. 

HARRY BOLSEK
Yay Pamela! You will now be 
escorted to your very own private 
suite for some hanky-panky with 
Mike! Haha, I’m kidding of course, 
your alone time is clearly meant 
for intimate conversation. However, 
if you do engage in sexual 
relations, please let us know so we 
can get it on film. Eric!

Eric (distressed PA) comes back and offers his arm to Pamela.

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
Eric, kindly escort Pamela to her 
room. 

Eric and Pamela make their way up the steps. Pamela playfully 
growls at Mike. Eric turns bright red and begins whistling.  

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
Shannon and Mary! You know what 
comes next. Good luck ladies! 

MARY
No, I do not know what comes next-

HARRY BOLSEK
On your marks...
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MARY
Wait slow down! Did I miss a cue 
card?? ERIC!

HARRY BOLSEK
Make-up set...

Shannon wipes the snot away from under her nose, strips down 
to her underwear, and pulls out a knife from a garter. 

MARY
AH. I don’t know what comes next!! 
I DON’t KNOW WHAT COMES NEXT. 

HARRY BOLSEK
GO!!

Shannon charges Mary. Mary runs away.  

MARY
Fuck this!

HARRY BOLSEK 
(to Mike)

Where is she going?? Why is she 
clothed? She is supposed to fight. 
They usually fight! 

SHANNON
(to Mary)

Strip bitch! Mike won’t pick me as 
a winner if you don’t fight!

MARY
(out of breath)

Shannon! You don’t have to do this! 
We-we can team up! I’ll just freeze 
my eggs! We can fight the 
patriarchy instead of each other!!

SHANNON
(to camera)

To my 60K @ShannonJohnsonFit 
followers, this one is for you!! 

Shannon flexes her toned arms and cat rolls after Mary.

HARRY BOLSEK
(to camera)

Follow them. Follow them!

MARY
(frantic)

What the hell is this show!
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Chaos ensues. The camera follows Mary and Shannon’s chase all 
over set. Shannon pulls a nunchuck our of her crotch. Mary 
screams and throws the crafty table behind her. Eric the PA 
cries over the spilled Hostess donuts. Mary keeps running. 

HARRY BOLSEK
(running backwards, into 
camera)

Where else do you see this kind of 
drama America!!

MARY
(shouting to Harry)

Help me, please. 

HARRY BOLSEK
(still running backwards)

Oho, no can do my succulent papaya! 
Viewership goes down if blood isn’t 
spilled! Silly goose. 

All of a sudden Harry slips and falls. 

HARRY BOLSEK (CONT’D)
(out of frame)

Son of a Bush Senior!

Shannon and Mary continue running. Shannon stops and looks at 
the floor, her mouth hangs open in shock. Mary keeps running. 

MARY
(panting)

Where the fuck was the consent form 
I was supposed to sign!

Mary then slips and falls as well. The camera pans down to 
revel Harry and Mary lying in a pool of blood. Mike walks in 
with a doughnut. 

MIKE HAWK
Oh my god. 

(tearing up)
Eddie! 

HARRY BOLSEK
(sadly)

Erin. 

The camera pans down to Erin the PA’s lifeless body, the 
purple, plastic dildo shoved through his neck. Mike drops his 
donut in the blood. We zoom in on Mike’s face. 
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MIKE HAWK 
There is something that America 
should know.

Mike breathes in. A singular tear rolls down his cheek.

MIKE HAWK (CONT’D)
Mike Hawk... is soft. 

Mike bursts into tears. Shannon runs to comfort him. Harry 
stands and begins to wipe himself off.  

PAMELA
(walking into frame, 
sleepy)

Mike! I don’t like to be kept 
waiting- oh. 

Pamela furrows her eyebrows at Eric’s body. She stares at 
Mary covered in Eric’s blood, then also goes to comfort Mike. 

HARRY BOLSEK
(to camera, with emotion)

Turn it off. I SAID TURN IT OFF. We 
have to cancel this season. Poor 
Eric... 

SHANNON, PAMELA, AND MIKE 
NO!

MIKE HAWK
Harry. The show must go on. It’s 
what Eddie would have wanted. 

HARRY BOWLSICK
(wiping away a tear)

You’re right. 
(to Mary)

Well, well, well. I guess you will 
make it to episode 2 then. 

(to camera)
Tune in next week for the second 
episode of the thirteenth season of 
Fuck, Marry, Kill. Until next time 
America. Stay sexy. 

Mary looks down at her hands covered in Eric’s blood. 

MARY
What the fuck. 

FADE OUT.
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